
May, the month of flowering, dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Mary, the
“Flower of flowers” 1

As the saying goes, “April Showers bring May Flowers.” But then, what do May flowers bring? Some may
laugh and say, “pilgrims!” Others may say the blossoming of Spring, along with consistently warmer
weather.  But, the real answer is rooted in a study of hundreds of flowers associated with “Mary’s life,
mysteries, excellence and divine prerogatives” over a 40-year period that made the month of May truly
the month of the Blessed Mother. 1 And, it is no coincidence that each Spring of the rebirth all around us
also coincides with the Easter season of Christ’s Resurrection and the celebration of our 2nd graders
receiving their First Holy Communion.

While some flowers, like Roses, are inherently connected with Our Blessed Mother in her rosary, other
flowers point to her attributes and feasts as well.  The White Lily, known as the “Annunciation Lily” is a
symbol of Mary’s Immaculate purity.  Impatiens, called “Our Lady’s Earrings”, symbolize pure adornments
on Mary’s ears, who heard the Word of God and kept it.  The Violet symbolizes Mary’s humility, as
“regarded by the Lord”.  The Marigold, or “Mary’s Gold”, points to the heavenly glory of Mary, the
“Woman clothed with the Sun” in the Book of Revelation.  The Strawberry is known as the “Fruitful
Virgin” which, with flower and fruit visible simultaneously, points to the dogma of her Perpetual Virginity.
Remember the Advent hymn, Lo, How a Rose E’er Blooming?  The blooming rose sung in its verses refers
to the Flowering Stem of Jesse which, as a grape vine, symbolizes the virgin birth of the divine Redeemer
from the Book of Isaiah.  And, the list goes on. 1

Liturgically speaking, the month of May includes most of the celebration of the 50-day Easter season,
which began on the Easter Vigil in the Holy Night.  When the first reading from the Book of Genesis was
proclaimed, we heard that God created the whole of Creation.  The purpose of Creation, including plants
and flowers, shows forth and shares with humans the divine goodness, beauty and truth. 2 In this
imagery of Creation, God shows to humankind His love in relationship, especially through flowers.  For
example, the up-reaching of flowers to the light of the sun points to turning our hearts and souls to God,
the illuminating Holy Spirit.  The seasonal death and rebirth of flowers, showing us the death and
resurrection of Jesus, tells us that life on earth is short, as compared to our life to come in Eternity. 2

Thus, among our family and friends, we appreciate the beauty of these human relationships while each
one lasts.  To show our love for others, we use natural flowers to give for special occasions like Mother’s
Day, birthdays, proms, and celebrating the sacraments like weddings and First Communion. Also, within
the Church space itself, both around the Altar of Sacrifice and at the saint statues in the alcoves, most
notably Mary and Joseph, only live flowers are allowed.

May we appreciate more deeply the natural flowers in God’s Creation as yet another sign of His love for
us and our need for Him. In return, may we show the authenticity of our love for Him, Our Blessed
Mother, and those of our human family whom we love, both in heaven and still on earth, in the goodness,
beauty, and truth expressed in these flowers.

Flower Theology
https://udayton.edu/marianlibrary/marysgardens/f/flower-theology.php

Blossom Theology
https://udayton.edu/marianlibrary/marysgardens/b/blossom-theology.php#:~:text=Christianity%20sees%
20plants%20and%20flowers,the%20purpose%20of%20all%20Creation.
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